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1.

INTRODUCTION

Work of all kinds is increasingly done in a networked digital environment comprised of multiple
Internet-connected platforms offering varying affordances and serving communities with specific norms
and values. Such an environment invites inclusive participation in collaborative production but, at the
same time, challenges the roles and design of platforms traditionally used for specific kinds of work.
Despite the earlier prevalence of shared editors, collaborative writing is now moving to online platforms with social networking functionality such as Wikipedia and GitHub. This study examines the
evolution of digital text artifacts in a networked digital environment as revealed through a case study
of two open text projects on GitHub.com – a popular social coding/software development platform.
GitHub facilitates collaborative production through both its unique pull-based model which builds on
Git’s version control system, and through its use of social networking features [Dabbish et al. 2012].
With the pull-based model, contributors first ”fork” (clone) the original project repository and then
make changes to a local copy on their own machine and push these changes to the forked repository.
When satisfied, contributors submit a request that their changes be ”pulled” by the project owners
into the original project, i.e., submit a pull request [Gousios et al. 2016]. Other contributors weigh in
reviewing the pull requests, and finally, accepted changes are integrated (”committed”) into the original
project [Gousios et al. 2015]. Since the fork/pull-based model enables parallel (”simultaneous”) editing
by individuals beyond the core authors, this model is ideal for large-scale collaboration. GitHub also
supports transparency of activities by making software project repositories public in a uniform way
so that not only project team members but anyone familiar with GitHub can observe the details of
development activity and contribute changes [Dabbish et al. 2012].
Research on collaborative writing suggests that collaboration using more conventional means typically involves three major challenges: migrating from one platform to another [Tomlinson et al. 2012],
developing conventions for managing edits [Boellstorff et al. 2013], and maintaining privacy by not exposing work in progress to other co-authors [Wang et al. 2017]. Current use of Wikipedia and GitHub
may suggest that today’s authors wish to mitigate these challenges while also meeting additional needs
that have yet to be discovered. While research on wiki and Wikipedia for writing stresses the importance of social features (e.g. the Talk page) [Kittur and Kraut 2010; Forte and Lamp 2013; Morgan
et al. 2014], their use in education presents other types of challenges such as credit attribution, the
anxiety of exposing work in progress, and quickly updating view of edits [Lin et al. 2011; Stoddart
et al. 2016; Ravid et al. 2008]. However, little research has examined how the pull-based model is
used for collaborative writing. Thus, we ask the following research question: How and why was the
pull-based model used for collaborative writing at scale? How and why is content moved
across platforms during collaborative writing? What are the benefits and challenges of the
pull-based model for large-groups collaboration?
To address these research questions, we conducted a case study of two GitHub open-text projects.
This approach was chosen because it is particularly suited for studying a phenomenon of interest in
the wild [Yin 2017] and can be successfully applied to study collaborative production in open source
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software [Herbsleb and Mockus 2003; Mockus et al. 2000]. The first was a math textbook on homotopy
type theory (HoTT book), and the second was an open source policy of a digital consultancy ”18F”
funded by the US government (18F policy). We traced the production of each project all the way back
to its origin and examined activities over the project timeline. This approach not only revealed how
this pull-based model facilitated collaborative writing but also enabled nuances of a networked digital
environment that could be beneficial to today’s writers as well.
2.

METHODS

Our data came from two sources: semi-structured interviews and archival data. For the HoTT book
project, we conducted interviews with three central contributors and one peripheral contributor. The
18F project included interviews with four central contributors and two peripheral contributors. Each
interview lasted from 40 to 85 minutes, and asked about the project origin, how and why the project
used GitHub features, how members communicated, and what other activities they had done throughout the production. The case archives we collected were: history of edits made, public comments, change
requests, issues filed, public communication logs, blog postings and project-related news articles. For
the HoTT book, we collected 17 project wiki pages, four blog posts, five posts on social media and news
sites, GitHub activity traces (3538 commits, 546 issues, and 423 pull requests), and internal project
communication (1075 messages on a project Google Group). For the 18F policy, we collected three blog
posts from 18F, two blog posts from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), and GitHub
activity traces (202 commits, 32 issues, and 54 pull requests). For each project, we looked at the number
of commits and pull requests on GitHub over time to identify bursty moments and peaks of activities
since these periods were likely to require the most intense coordination and signaled other case-related
activities. We then used interview and archival data to understand what happened in these bursty moments. This process of triangulation between interviews, archives, and GitHub activity history helped
us develop a more complete picture of how each project unfolded.
3.

CASE I: HOTT BOOK

The HoTT book (https://github.com/HoTT/book) is a six-hundred-page math book about homotopy type
theory, written collaboratively using GitHub’s pull-based model. This book is freely available on both
GitHub and the project website, and an inexpensive hardcover version is also available at lulu.com.
The HoTT book project was first started on GitHub in November of 2012 by Mike Shulman and 26
contributors – university math/computer science faculty members while they were collocated for a period of twelve months at Princeton University. Their first commit to the HoTT book GitHub repository
consisted of three sets of LaTeX files: the main file, macro file, and files for empty chapters.
The HoTT book team used different tools at different stages of the production. In the beginning, the
team used wiki, together with emails and a project Google Group, and then moved to GitHub to start
writing in LaTeX. The team provided access to GitHub and a Git ”cheat sheet” to members who were
not familiar with GitHub, and the novices could also email their changes to experts, who helped push
their changes to GitHub. Members’ roles evolved with the transition of artifacts across platforms. To
write on GitHub, the team assigned a ”technical dictator” who decided formatting for mathematical
formulas or symbols and recorded formatting rules in macros.
On June 20th, 2013, the book was released to the public through the project blog, team members’ personal blogs, Google+ and n-Category Cafe. The announcement highlighted the socio-technical aspects
of creating the book using GitHub and short descriptions of book chapters. The day after the release,
anticipating an influx of contributions, the team switched from a push model to a ”pull request” mechanism through which contributors asked for their changes to be ”pulled” by the project owners who
had the ”write” privilege to integrate suggested changes into the original content. This release action
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signified that the project was officially ”done” or available for public use. The book continued to gain
publicity as its evolution was shared on other social media and news platforms including Aperiodical,
Wired, Reddit, and Hacker News. Following the book’s release, previously active communication on a
project Google Group dropped sharply as GitHub became the preferred communication hub.
In post-release, contributions grew significantly as GitHub features were heavily used for project
strategy and process. The contributor network evolved from the initial 26 to nearly 80 contributors
in 2016. Major contributions included: minor and substantive math-related fixes (e.g., typos and theorems), presentation fixes (e.g., formatting and LaTeX fixes), process changes (e.g., switching to pull
request mechanism), and infrastructure maintenance (e.g., fixing tools). Peripheral contributors provided fixes related to content, process and/or infrastructure maintenance.
4.

CASE II: 18F POLICY

The digital consultancy 18F is one of the first US government agencies that sought to improve the
efficiency, transparency, and innovation of its digital tools and services the reuse and sharing of code.
The 18F policy was modeled on that of CFPB (https://github.com/cfpb/source-code-policy). CFPB had
created its draft policy in Word, and then shared the draft via email with multiple staff members, who
edited it before it was made official policy by CFPB’s director. CFPB announced its policy via a blog
post in April of 2012, and then, to enhance the visibility as well as future collaboration, moved it onto
GitHub in October of that year. In less than a week on GitHub, the CFPB policy received its first pull
request from a member of the public.
On May 15th, 2014, 18F forked the CFPB policy to create an initial version of its own policy, which
18F then extended and provided a policy for implementing as a set of practices (https://github.com/
18F/open-source-policy). The first commit to the 18F policy project happened almost immediately, as an
update to the README file with 18F information. GitHub enabled 18F to work in the open and publish
all source code either developed or modified by the agency publicly. This process has facilitated both
public conversation among 18F staff and engagement with potential clients from other government
agencies in an open environment, which enables them to learn the agencys process and the reasons
behind it. Despite publicly available on GitHub since in the beginning, the 18F policy evolved through
internal comments from their staff and open source experts. In June of 2014, 18F finalized the policy
for a roll out and public push on blogs and other online forums.
Over time, conversation among 18F team members spread across multiple channels including emails,
mailing lists, IRC, and face-to-face meetings, and occasionally conversations about changes got lost. In
post-release, 18F received several questions from external collaborators that prompted them to clarify
the project process and extend the policy. The majority of changes focused on improving accessibility
of the project and of associated communication documents. 18F has been seen as ”digital innovator”
and its policy regarded as a ”gold standard” by many other organizations, including the over sixty that
forked and adopted it such as the U.S. Customs and Border Protection and the NYC Department of
City Planning.
5.

CONCLUSION

Working collaboratively in a networked digital environment enables production to occur across multiple platforms as the need for this is perceived. Our findings suggest that GitHub’s pull-based model effectively manages collaborative writing at scale through sophisticated version control and lightweight
review as participation and visibility of the project increases. In this pull-based model, contributors
either converge at a single project to perfect its artifacts, or adopt and tailor the original project to
their needs. In sum, this study highlights a new mode of collaborative writing in which GitHub and
other platforms are used, conventions are adopted, and roles are established.
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